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Abstract

We are looking to put the fate of the Nerds and Virgins* in the community’s hands and
bring greater value to our holders and the entire Nerds and Virgins community. Jocks
and Bullies CNFT is a direct response to the lack of leadership and direction from the
Nerds and Virgins CNFT project. Jocks and Bullies are looking to jump-start the Nerds
and Virgins community with a twist, by “locking” Nerds and Virgins up through our
minting, releasing the nerds on the secondary market for a ransom of 69 ADA. Jocks
and Bullies look to add value to the Nerds and Virgins CNFT project and community
through a focused community-driven endeavor. Every Jocks and Bullies CNFT holder
has a vote on what to do with the community funds and how to allocate for future
projects through a DAO-like system. The community may take a cut of the sales or vote
to push the funds into a blue-chip CNFT! The options are in the Jocks and Bullies
Hands!

*We are in no way affiliated with the Nerds and Virgins Dev team or project.
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Introduction

The Story Behind Jocks and Bullies CNFT

Cryptocurrency and blockchain technology is still in the infancy of their technological destiny
and many of those who participate in this world truly know how “inside” it really is. Most of us are
true nerds in the sense we dive into this new tech with no filters and absorb as much as we can.
NFTs and smart contracts came along and opened a whole new industry, one where an artist or
small team could reach many people with similar interests, but one that could also be exploited.
Nerds and Virgins was one of those projects that had a huge following, huge potential, and
pulled on the heartstrings of the fellow nerd. The community was hopeful for a long and
prosperous project that played upon the nerdy tropes of popular culture. However, what the
community found was an absent leader, trolls on the discord server, and many angry people still
holding the bag. It is not quite a rug pull, but a rather long rug burn.

Admittedly, I was one of those members on the discord calling for more to be done and engaged
in the community rife towards the current leadership and direction of the project. As a
smallholder of Nerds and Virgins, only 1 at the time, I still saw a passionate community looking
for some hope. Voicing my opinion for the development team to do more with the project as they
keep promising, I was also met with my very own critics, one so much to call me out to create
something better than Nerds and Virgins. It was in this challenge that the Jocks and Bullies were
formed.

After a long session of brainstorming and thinking about concepts, one idea kept creeping back
into my mind. I was called out for bullying on the Nerds server and this is exactly what it needed
to be. Keeping with the theme from the nerd movie tropes, it was only natural to capture the
nerds and stuff them into lockers and bully the Nerds team into action. The initial intention was
to capture these nerds into a single wallet to be held indefinitely until something happened with
the original project. But this all changed when I met some of the Nerds community outside of the
hostile server. What I had was a project with a good story, good artwork, and a hell of a lot more
than what Nerds and Virgins had. But what I did not have was the community. After a long talk
with these parties, Jocks and Bullies took on a new direction. I decided to put my gripes with
Nerds and Virgins away and be more productive and more forgiving to help progress the
community beyond the initial offering. We are now a community project.

The core mechanics are still in play, however, with a community focus. Outlined in this playbook
is the proposed community layout, the roadmap in which we intend to fulfill, the roles of every
member; including ways to be part of the community wallet to potentially receive a little return on
your Nerds and Virgins, hang out with the core community while knowing there is still a future,
and become part of a community that wants to help and progress together. As we can see, the
Jocks and Bullies concept is one for the people, by the people. We are developing a fork to the
Nerds and Virgins project that utilizes the community already in place, but in a more constructive
manner.
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Born from spite, developed to generate value, but harnessed by the community, Jocks and
Bullies is a project that needs to happen. Too many of us supplied hard-earned funds to a
project with high potential which was never realized. It is only until this point, we all saw the
project for what it was. However, the community, while still fragmented, was lost and looking for
direction. Jocks and Bullies are looking to provide this direction through a quality project that is
evolving into a community work that looks to eventually become a DAO.

While not an official DAO, due to technical limitations currently, Jocks and Bullies is
community-focused and driven by our members. This is the reason why Jocks and Bullies are
using the minting method of locking a nerd. We want our first participants to be from the original
community of Nerds and Virgins holders. We want to build the community organically and
demonstrate that the community is the strongest asset for an NFT project.

Outlined in this document is the layout for structure, project potential, and the future roadmap as
the community continues to grow. This is not a de facto document, but one that is fluid and
ever-changing as the community adds more input to this project. The latest version will always
be posted on the official Jocks and Bullies website (JocksCNFT.io) and will continue to change
and blossom into a wonderful community-driven project.

Even though we are represented by Jocks and Bullies, we are far from this. On the surface, we
may come across as hardened, knowledgeable, strong, masculine, and scary people, but deep
down inside we all possess that little bit of nerdiness. Whether it is computers, video games,
cars, sports, or crafts, we all desire something and become the nerd of that subject. We express
this persona of toughness, but in reality, we are just afraid to share our desires in fear of being
bullied. The irony of our project and our intention is not lost on us. WE ARE ALL NERDS IN
SOME WAY OR ANOTHER, this is why we decided to continue this project to help the
community come together to realize this potential with a common interest but also poke fun at
the Nerds and Virgins project and ourselves. After all, we all bought into the Nerds and Virgins
project for a reason, that reason doesn’t need to end in failure but continue through the strength
of its members and extract all the talent that we collectively have.

I urge everyone to please read the Playbook carefully and determine under their own
circumstances if this is a project you would like to be part of. I or any other members cannot
promise a return on investment or any kind of investment practice as we are not financial
advisors. However, through proper planning and tapping that community resource, we will look
to provide a safe space to talk freely, learn from one another, and continue to build relationships
between Nerds, Jocks, Bullies, and Virgins too. We all have a common goal to succeed, with
our numbers and willingness to continue as a community, we will prosper one way or the other!

Join our project and become a member of this growing community of PEOPLE.

Best regards,
TheSeekerNFT - Founder/Creator of Jocks and Bullies CNFT
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Locker Mint

Why the Locker Mint?
The old trope of the Jocks and Bullies picking on Nerds and Virgins has been a staple in
Hollywood, pop culture, and even real-life school drama. The preferred method of containing a
nerd from a Jock and Bully perspective is locking them in a typical stuffy, stinky, and sticky
school locker, the rightful place for any nerd! Jocks and Bullies are looking to perpetuate the
role-playing of this trope through our first membership mint in the form of a Jock and Bully
locking a nerd in that stank prison of a locker. Our mint matches the exact number of Nerds and
Virgins created through their mint of just 2650. We are doing this to ensure that all members
have the ability to lock a nerd in a locker if they so desire. This initial mint is intended to capture
these nerds into a community wallet where we control the fate of the CNFTs through sales on
the secondary market. Each holder of the locker mint will have community voting power through
our membership with the details outlined in this document.

What does this achieve for the Jocks and Bullies?
The locker mint will be the first generation of the Jocks and Bullies project. We need a method
of endearment towards our community through possession of an original Nerd and Virgin CNFT
and through the “lockup” of the CNFT in our Locker mint. This ensures two things, 1. The minter
is/was a holder of an original Nerds and Virgins CNFT, and 2. This member relinquishes control
of that virgin to a community wallet; This is known as the “Virgin Sacrifice”. The Virgin Sacrifice
is the bond between the old Nerds and Virgins community as the new membership rolls out to
the Jocks and Bullies community. This also ensures that the community has entered into an
agreement to equally participate through an asset exchange controlled via the community
wallet.

What do you get?
By minting a Jocks and Bullies Locker CNFT you move from a “Pledge” role to a “Sigma” role
which grants you extra access to community channels, the community wallet, and voting power
within the Jocks and Bullies Community. Being a “Sigma” is a status showing your distaste for
the original Nerds and Virgins CNFT project and a willingness to keep together the community
for the common good. Jocks and Bullies is not a method for financial gain, nor will we ever
promise to do so. We are a fragmented community under new leadership with an emphasis on
community outlook through democratic means with elected powers to steer the project. See
structure and community roles for additional information.
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[ Examples of the Jocks and Bullies Locker CNFT ]

How does it work?
To take part in the locker mint, the user will need to own and transfer a Nerds and Virgins CNFT.
To mint the Jocks and Bullies Locker CNFT, you will need to supply your Nerds and Virgins
CNFT along with 12 ada to the specified address on the Jocks and Bullies website
(Jockscnft.io), This will be the exchange needed to mint the Jocks and Bullies CNFT. See
Locker Mint Breakdown for more information.
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How does the allocation of funds for the community wallet work?
The community wallet will be used to lock the nerds in place and can only be released on the
secondary market for 69 ada, or until the community votes otherwise. The additional 12 ada for
the locker mint will be used for administration costs, Minting fees, and transfer fees. These
funds are fully intended to be used to cover remaining interests and to set the community wallet
into place. No additional ada will be funded to the community wallet from this mint. Additional
mints may allocate funds to the specified wallet, however, this will be decided upon the
structured role through the Alumni members. The Founder reserves a right to receive small
funds to recoup operating costs. Note; royalties on secondary market will be forwarded to the
Alumni wallet for continual community funding.

What is the timeline for the Locker Mint?
After the initial Mint Date, the policy will be open for 6 months while we continue to gain more
and more members. The policy for the Locker Nerds will become the standard for voting
operations until we proceed with our open Mint to allow non-Nerds to enter the community.

The Rarity of the Locker Mint NFT.
Each Jocks and Bullies CNFT will contain unique attributes accounting for a large number of
rarities. This, however, does not mean that each NFT will have an inherent valuation, this would
be determined through the community and secondary markets. Each Locker CNFT will have a
designated attribute that can be compared in a rarity chart to be announced on our website and
Discord server. Please reference the Rarity Chart below.
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Structure and Community Roles

Frat House Hierarchy.
The Jocks and Bullies community is set up with certain roles in mind. This is to ensure
compliance with our community terms, to help progress the community’s vision, and to unlock
the talent that may be hiding within our community. Understanding that the privileged few at the
top tend to build upon those who struggle at the bottom; we wanted to structure our community
in a way that those who participate the most get rewarded the most. We are looking for strong,
intelligent, and willing individuals to help progress the community through any means possible.
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The hierarchy is only in place to construct order and responsibility towards community members
as in future releases, decisions will be made, run, and completed by community members. A
quick look at the infographic below outlines the basics of our hierarchy but in accordance with
our Discord server. Please reference the complete details broken down by each rank below the
infographic.

Pledge Membership Role - The pledge role is the beginning of becoming a Jock and Bullies
community member. Pledges are simply people who may be interested in our project or want to
know more information by snooping around our server for information. They may or may not be
a holder of a nerd. To ascend to the next level, Pledges will need to promote and promise a
Nerds and Virgins CNFT for “virgin sacrifice”. This is completed on our discord within our
#Virgin-Sacrifice channel that includes an image of the nerd to be locked up and a verbal pledge
to become a Beta member. (I “YOURNAME”, pledge to sacrifice this virgin to ALPHA SIGMA
BETA). The pledge will be considered by one of our Alpha community members and the Pledge
can now ascend to Beta status.

Beta Membership Role -  The Beta role is reserved for any member wanting to be part of the
Jocks and Bullies CNFT collection and community. Betas hold no significant role within the
community, but do have privileged access to more Discord channels. Betas are able to
participate in more community-driven events, such as social campaigns, community project
planning, and functional planning towards future endeavors. This role is reserved as a
placement holder for all future members before we go to mint to create the Sigma tier. The
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Betas can become Sigma members by officially locking a Nerds and Virgins CNFT through our
Jocks and Bullies Locker Mint. This ensures that the core community of the original Nerds and
Virgins are served first and foremost. All Betas can self-promote through minting services.

Sigma Membership Role - Sigma roles are for true Jocks and Bullies CNFT members.
Becoming a Sigma means to stuff a Nerds and Virgins CNFT into the Locker and mint an official
Jocks and Bullies CNFT. This promotion unlocks the most significant part of our community
through a representation of membership in the collective. Being a Sigma, you have full access
to the Discord server including channels that hold more information that is locked to the general
community. Sigma roles also now have access to voting, community-driven projects, and the
community wallet through a designed distribution system outlined later in this document. Sigma
roles also have the added benefit to get future airdrops, proceeds from the community wallet,
and whitelist privileges on future projects. This is also the first step in the potential DAO
membership that we will attempt to develop in future plans.

Alpha Membership Role - Only Sigma members are eligible to become Alpha members
through a nomination and democratic process. Alpha roles are set up to continue the work of
the community. Where the Sigma roles are the voice of the project, the Alpha roles would be the
hands. Reserved with a small number of seats, (5 in total), Alpha roles have a sense of duty to
perpetuate the project through marketing, projects, secondary exchanges of community assets,
and project development. Though each member may not specifically delve into each sector, the
Alpha members will be responsible and liable to complete the tasks delegated through the
democratic system put in place. Alpha roles are temporary sitting roles for a single term; see
Functions and Systems for more detailed information. Each member of the Alpha role will be
sworn in by Alumni members and delegated tasks upon the first council meeting. Those who
have served as Alpha members may be eligible for the Alumni role.

Alumni Membership Role - The Alumni role is the top-tier membership role for the Jocks and
Bullies CNFT community. To become a member of the elite Alumni, one must complete three
terms as an Alpha to be considered for Alumni. Once this first condition has been met, the
candidate will be voted on by Alumni members only in the next community meeting. Serving
three terms does not guarantee entrance into the Alumni, but through community endeavors
and leadership, one may be elected to join the elite few. Alumni members consist of founders
and dedicated members of the project that look to steer the community towards a prosperous
outcome under the direction of democratic votes through our quarterly meetings. Alumni reserve
the right to step in under certain circumstances, in order to correct, improve, or delegate new
projects, community decisions, or to remove bad actors. Alumni hold no significant voting power,
however, this group does have Veto power. Alumni members also work as a collective treasury,
holding keys to wallets, funds, and assets that may be used by the community. Future
development towards a reward system is also an added benefit to Alumni members through
sustainable minting practices that allow for additional funds to be available through the alumni
funding towards future projects. See Wallets and Holdings for more information.
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Wallets and Holdings

Community Wallets.
The result of the Jocks and Bullies membership is access to the community wallet. Combining a
mutual interest with an equal stake in the membership allows for a shared experience through
combining Nerds and Virgins with the capabilities of being part of a shared community. Part of
this shared community is voting rights within a collective wallet like the locker wallet. Additional
community wallets will be set up to establish a working wallet to provide funds to the community
expenses, a wallet for Blue Chip CNFTs, and a wallet to house and sell the Nerds and Virgins
captured during the Locker Mint.

Alumni Wallet:
addr1qyufrjnsa5mvphj9ah5ec3jdmdu7j35rcxn2wcmquq3eklv2wv0wmkh8ttcyt3e7ujd8thmqtv7a2
4usyy8jkksa6u3qcrx5ez

Collective Market Wallet:
addr1q8qfstc66rrzeyaduvtf6gral89u07yvq6euqa6u4ukhgeh4x4e32a6ckyk983ctv7sct9sm6mtn35
ynf52pw0ryg2gq0mwss4

Blue Chip Community Vault:
addr1q8ucxr4y7vratkx6ka8gncaj8sg7tdgccfzewkkv7wgzfvcp8x6pdupqzpthj2nnt8rklcq72487nxm
2fjld368pzhvqcyxc8c

Locker Mint Wallet:
addr1q8y4vfzr7fkfgh7h8wagqnh9ns04dpxslnneltaf8x79rdad306v6qysa44w0zj4sfytc6dkc52y2r7
yc6gw72f5drms7wfa9d

Toilet Bowl Wallet:
addr1q9sjnjcv3prqt733sr9xzl9up7cdaey0egccac50e2dayqj22zwp3l9lktln6eckatxa57wfh23lm0ad
yhj0qq6635dqja3rmz

Community War Chest Wallet:
addr1qy7mn0wnxrs4e667gxn797xma7l33le4nwj2km5987h2pu6l6atr5tvvjd0j38qz5s3ta5jev8pzp
qh339lgjsggxymsxvza3k

The above addresses are used to run, maintain, and collaborate within the Jocks and Bullies
community. Any wallet address not listed here is a non-official wallet and is not in control of the
Jocks and Bullies Community.
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Why do we need multiple wallets?
The use of multiple wallets is to keep a level of organization between the different aspects of the
community-driven campaigns. Some wallets will be used for administration costs, such as
hosting, server fees, minting fees, and additional funding as needed. Others, much like the
Locker Mint Wallet, will only be a single-use function of holding and selling Nerds and Virgins
CNFTs. This keeps the assets and funds relatively open and easy to read for everyone. The
wallet address will remain open to the public and officially listed within this document. Additional
wallets may be necessary as we continue our endeavor through community-driven campaigns
and decisions.

Who has access to the keys of the wallets?
Only Alumni members have partial access to the wallet keys. The Jocks and Bullies system is
designed to ensure fair practice in control of the funds aggregated by the community and the
project. Alumni members are not owners of the wallet, but rather custodians of the project and
wallets. Alumni members are only entitled to funds voted by the community through the Alumni
wallet, see rewards and payouts for more information. The original keys are held by the
Founder, TheSeekerNFT, but shared with Alumni members in a secured method. This method
may include fractional key phrases among multiple Alumni members as an assurance towards
safety and security. Upon further development, the community may vote and allocate funds
towards a third-party system or escrow to further establish safety and security.

How are these wallets used?
Each wallet has a specific use and will always be disclosed before funds are moved in or out.
Each wallet will continue to develop and change as the community sees fit. Current wallets and
their intended use are outlined below.

Alumni Wallet - The Alumni Wallet is used to fund community projects through deliberation and
adoption from the community events, projects, and necessities. Administration fees such as
hosting, server fees, web security certificates, software fees, Discord fees, and additional
service fees including minting, artists, and additional materials needed for continual operation.
Funds and assets within this wallet are exclusively controlled through the Alumni team with
regard to the projects and community.

Collective Market Wallet - This is the community wallet that will contain the most amount of
assets, funding, and transactions. This wallet is the catch-all for additional funds through
new-minted projects, sales from donated and flipped assets, as well marketing campaigns that
may generate additional funds. This wallet is owned equally by all members regardless of
community role and number of Jocks and Bullies held. The community wallet is shared equally
among all members and is voted by all members in an equal fashion. The community wallet is
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the liquidity for the Jocks and Bullies project that will continue to provide function and utility to
drive additional sales, generation of funds, through a guided voting system.

Blue Chip Community Vault - The Blue Chip Community Vault is the highest prized community
asset that the Jocks and Bulliesproject have to offer. Creating a separate speculative wallet to
house only the best CNFTs out there, the Blue Chip Community Vault will provide huge potential
to the community through stronger buying power and fractional ownership of the best NFTs.
This community wallet’s council will be established once the Jocks and Bullies project has
generated enough funds to purchase the first Blue Chip CNFT. Membership into the Jocks and
Bullies project will create an owned share within the Blue Chip Community Vault that allows for
fair and equitable ownership. Additional rules may apply, see Blue Chip Community Vault
Functions for more details.

Locker Mint Wallet - The Locker Mint Wallet is the very first wallet that is created through the
Jocks and Bullies project. This wallet is solely used to onboard new members from the Nerds
and Virgins community through our Locker Mint. This wallet will only contain Nerds and Virgins
assets as well as a small amount of ADA used for transactions. All proceeds from the wallet will
be distributed to additional community wallets on a quarterly basis until depleted. Additional
rules may apply, see Locker Wallet Functions for more details.

Toilet Bowl Wallet -  The Toilet Bowl wallet is used to house the assets from our member’s
contributions through Role-Play events. The Toilet Bowl Wallet is only used for this reason
where it will house NFTs and ADA. The primary use is for membership contributions and raffle
prizes. See Role-Play section for more information.

Battle Wallet - The Battle wallet is used during our House Raids to receive, secure, and
distribute funds under the guidelines of the House Raid. Assets will be held in this wallet during
the campaign, and cleared after the set date. No additional funds will remain in this wallet
beyond the specified House Raid Assets.

What happens when I leave or Sell my Jocks and Bullies NFT?
All members are free to come and go as they please. The Jocks and Bullies team will take
periodic snapshots of holders before announcements and right before any additional airdrops,
payouts, or gifts, to ensure fairness between members. Jocks and Bullies is a community-driven
project that relies on continual participation between the project builders and the project holders.
Future functionality is based on future participation. By leaving the Jocks and Bullies project you
forfeit your rights to influence and participate in the project. As long as you are a holder of an
original Locker Mint or any additional future mints, you will have some level of access to the
project. Only those who no longer wish to hold any of our project’s NFTs will no longer be able to
participate in our community, which may also include the Discord server or any affiliated projects
attached to the Jocks and Bullies Community.
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Rewards and Fractionalized Assets
As holders of the Jocks and Bullies project, all members may be presented with a reward and
assets on a periodic basis. These rewards and fractionalized assets will be outlined in the table
below. See Lunch Money Token for more information.

Locker Mint Holder $LnchMny TBD

J&B 2nd Mint Holder TBD TBD

Alumni Holders ADA Quarterly

Functions and Systems
This section is intended to break down the social and economical roles of the Jocks and Bullies
project. The outline in this document is a representation of a modeled structure to help ensure
the necessary actors for such a project stay on task with complete transparency. The methods
and subjects have written are not set in stone, but rather more fluid as the project continues to
grow and morph under the guidance of the project’s members. These are merely suggestions
towards a baseline of running the project from a standpoint that spurs continuous growth and
prosperity, the following outlines should be compared to the most current iteration of this
document, please refer to the website for the most up-to-date version.

Community Meetings
The core of the project will be directed through the weekly community meetings. These
meetings are informal and open to everyone including Pledges, Sigmas, Alphas, and
Alumni.The meetings will be held via Discord voice chat and are intended for both directions of
the project through suggestions and proposals through the community under the guidance of
the Alpha roles. These suggestions are mere that, suggestions that will be monitored, noted,
and brought to the attention of the voting community through the quarterly meetings. These
weekly community meetings will be held with a relatively consistent schedule and posted on the
Discord server for the most up-to-date reference. On occasion, when a quarterly meeting is
scheduled, the quarterly meeting will supersede the weekly meeting in importance and thus, no
weekly meeting will be expected. Any and all topics may be discussed from any member in an
open forum style with some regulatory manner from the Alphas; however, voting and seat
changes are two areas where we will save these discussions for quarterly meetings as these will
require structuring, time, and the proper personnel to be present. Alphas may present a live
suggestion that may need direction to the few, however, any transactional decisions need to be
put towards a vote. See Voting System for more information.
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Quarterly Meetings
The foundation of the Jocks and Bullies project is the community behind it. This community is
responsible for fate and direction through a democratic system of voting in the quarterly
meetings. Quarterly Meetings will be held between Alphas and Alumni to address the concerns
and outcomes of the community suggestions and to hold seat changes among Alphas and
Alumni. The Quarterly meeting is the most important meeting for the project as it consists of the
most important aspect of the community, the leadership. Every quarter, we will hold elections to
determine new seats for Alphas or to continue an existing seat. This ensures that the
community stays active within their talents as well as participating in a democratic method to
ensure fairness. Quarterly meetings will be held in public, but where reduced roles will have
listening functionality only. Suggestions, proposals, and amendments must be presented to the
Alphas a few days before the quarterly meeting in order to be researched and discussed in the
meeting.

Voting System
The voting system will consist of two parts; the entry NFT and the wallet associated with said
NFT. One of the major challenges that Jocks and Bullies face is the need to have a large varied
membership base that is also one that can participate in this project, but not one that can
dominate or topple said project. This is why we are moving towards a “wallet vote” as opposed
to a share vote. This ensures that only owners of the Jocks and Bullies NFT can vote, as well as
limit the number of votes a single individual will have. This accomplishes multiple feats through
one voice, one vote method, but also ensures that no one individual can reap the rewards of the
many. This system will be tried for at least two terms, to establish the community through a fair
concise action of an agreed voting method. After the second term ends, this will be on the voting
block for all to apply new methods of voting, either through shares, fractional shares, or any
other method hereon suggested.

Voting can be used to vote in any manner that is suggested towards the community. Only
members of the Sigma class or higher can make a suggestion into a proposal, but it is only the
Alpha members who can put the proposal to a vote; see Proposal System for more information.
Suggestions from community members will need to create a proposal for change through the
official Jocks and Bullies proposal system that will be established on the Jocks and Bullies
website. These proposals will need to follow a formality through our system and be brought to
the vote through the Alpha members. Voting will last for a period of time, no shorter than 3 days
(72 hours) and no longer than 30 days, notwithstanding any emergency proposals that may
need immediate attention. Alumni reserve the right to appeal and veto any proposal through a
democratic means between the Alumni and Alpha groups. This will prevent malicious intent that
may hurt the overall project or the targeting of any member through a direct hostile takeover. In
the event of a removal of a member through voting, this will fall on the votes of the Alumni and
Alphas. This measure is to prevent outside actors from rigging the democratic position by
outspending for the position, since Alphas are appointed, and Alumni are our most trusted
members who have served 3 terms as an Alpha.
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The exact voting system is yet to be determined, however, the current proposal system will
function much like a social media application in a method of “To The Top” (TTT) where the most
popular proposal will see the first action. This allows the transparency of the users and
proposed items to be determined through a fair democratic method that presents only the most
sought-after changes to free the voting from congestion through low-level issues. Voting will be
further explained in detail as the system continues to unfold.

Proposal System
The backbone of the Jocks and Bullies Project is the community and more specifically the
community with the proposed system. The proposal system is the method by which all changes
are started. Every member has the ability to start, create, and build a proposal to be presented
in the weekly meetings to the Sigma group in order to promote the idea to the next level. Every
proposal must be completed through the formal proposal method from the website. This will
allow for more fluid and complete works to be presented to the group. Proposals are just that, a
method of proposing a change or addition to the current project. This can be in the form of a
Blue Chip asset gain, community event ideas, or just a change within the Jocks and Bullies
CNFT project.

All proposals need to be sent through the Jocks and Bullies website via the “create a proposal”
page (TBD) which will contain all the necessary fields to make the proper decisions from the
current group. This will ensure that only quality ideas that have been thought out thoroughly and
complete will be presented to the community vote where the collective can make sound
decisions. Proposals are then presented, discussed, and voted by the Sigma Alpha and Alumni
groups. Proposals that pass will need to be designated by the Alphas under the direction of the
Alumni to be carried out in a timely manner. Resources, labor, and technology will need to be
considered when progressing any formal proposal, in which the Alumni have the ability to force
a revote under new circumstances or veto the vote with a just cause in order to protect the
project from bad actors, or unsustainable practices. Under no circumstance is a proposal a
contract for established work, nor is it binding in any measurable way.

Promotion System
The Promotion system in the Jocks and Bullies is a simple one that follows a linear pattern. The
ranking goes as follows; Pledge, Beta, Sigma, Alpha, Alumni, the order from least to highest
rank. Promotions are conditional on a number of factors as well as elected positions that may
grant greater power to certain individuals who show a willingness to continue the project. The
promotional steps are outlined below.

Pledge: Pledge is the starting rank for anyone showing interest in our group. They have limited
access and can only ascend to Beta level when they can prove that they own a Nerds & Virgin
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to sacrifice. This can be achieved by validating their ownership of the Nerds & Virgins CNFT
through the Jocks and Bullies website or Discord Server.

Beta: Becoming a Beta member means you are in possession of a Nerd and Virgin CNFT,
however in order to be promoted to the Sigma level, you will need to mint a Jocks & Bullies
CNFT and verify the CNFT through the website and Discord. This will open most of the
channels and options online.

Sigma: To become a Sigma, one would simply need to mint a Jocks & Bullies CNFT. All
members of the Jocks and Bullies CNFT project are considered Sigmas.

Alpha: Alpha members are all Sigma members, however, these particular few are nominated
and elected to the position through the quarterly meetings. Alphas are necessary to continue the
project through multiple leaders (up to 5) that can propel the project with their own unique
abilities. Alpha members are to serve in terms of 3 months (1 Quarter) and may automatically be
on the ballot for the next term unless specified otherwise. There is no term limit for Alpha roles,
however, we encourage everyone to step up and use their skills for the greater good. See Alpha
responsibilities for more information.

Alumni: Alumni is the tier of membership earned through 3 non-consecutive terms as an Alpha.
This is set up to reward those who have put in their time and effort to continue the project for the
collective. Alumni members are the highest rank officials in the Jocks and Bullies community
and may continue to serve in Alpha roles.

Alpha Responsibilities
To become an Alpha you must be nominated by any Sigma or even through self-nomination.
Once the vote has been passed during our quarterly meeting, the change over from one Alpha
group to the next will commence within 10 days into the next quarter. The transition period will
be sufficient to allow current Alpha members to continue where previous Alpha members may
have left off. Alpha members are responsible for continuing the project under the direction of the
community; this may include developing new projects, creating value for the community,
continuing to grow the discord and Twitter accounts, or merely just being an ambassador
towards the project. Not all Alphas will possess the proper skills that are necessary to complete
all the jobs required, however, the Alpha group is responsible for project management and
should be held accountable come election time. Alpha members do not have any additional
power over Sigma members, other than access to extra channels on the Discord used for
administration purposes. Additional responsibilities may include keeping a secure connection to
Jocks and Bullies assets as a trusted member of the community. Alpha members may be
privileged to see or hear materials that are not public-facing or before the final release of
projects. We ask all our Alpha members to adhere to the Alpha guidelines upon sworn position.

As an elected official of the Jocks and Bullies, you are representing the project to the fullest
extent. Community members and outsiders will look towards Alpha members as leaders and
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role models and should be respected as such, but also be humble in the matter. Alpha roles
have no authority over any other member unless specified for a specific project. Alpha members
are humble servants to the project, but can be rewarded through hard work and honor to
become an Alumni after 3 non-consecutive terms served; opening responsibilities further as well
as potential rewards.

Alumni Responsibilities
Alumni members are responsible for the financial aspect of the Jocks and Bullies projects. All
proposals voted through by the Sigma and Alpha members must be subject to approval for
funding through the Alumni members. These checks will allow for a fair and balanced ledger
that allows for growth and curated value. Alumni members are the only members who have
access to community wallet keys and are responsible for keeping the systems fair and
balanced. Most of the functions served by the Alumni will come from the Alumni wallet to pay for
administration costs, server costs, and future rewards. See Alumni Benefits

Market Advisor
The Market Advisor is an unofficial role within the project, but rather a community serving role.
The Market Advisor will be appointed to an individual, up to 3, that exhibits intelligent market
strategies within the Cardano ecosystem studying and plotting markets that show growth. This
position will be determined through analysis and performance of the applicant with voting rights
being held by the Alphas to grant and remove the role.

Market Advisors will prepare weekly assessments of the markets and present non-financial
advice to members within the Discord and Website. This will be only research data and history
of a project. All members must make their own decisions about the prospect of the markets.
Market Advisors will also be responsible for suggesting new projects that may have interest to
the community. The Market Advisor role does not have access to the community wallet keys, it
serves as an extension of direction.

Each term, the market advisor will be entitled to 10% of the community purse to use in trading,
market speculation, and asset accumulation. This amount is a set amount and will be held by
the Alumni in an additional Market Advisor wallet apart from the community wallet. This is to be
used in the fast-paced ecosystem of the CNFT world. All sales and purchases from this method
will be contributed back to the community wallet at the next term; where the valuation may
change. The Market Advisors reserve the right to make decisions on the fly, connecting with the
Alumni for approval to release the assets or funds.

Performance of the Market Advisor will be assessed during the quarterly meeting, under the
direction of the Alpha and Alumni roles. Community members may contribute to the
conversation, however, the vote lies with the senior members.
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Abuse of the Market Advisor role will result in a forfeit of the position and membership privileges
at any time determined through a vote from the Alpha and Alumni members.

Locker Mint Breakdown
The Locker Mint will be the first NFT minted in the Jocks and Bullies CNFT project to establish
the first wave of membership. With this mint will come certain terms of how the funds will be
used in future wallets and vaults. The Locker Mint is intended to corral Nerds and Virgins CNFT
holders in a role-play-like method of shifting the core community to this new initiative.

The mint process and distribution of funds to be used are displayed below;

Jocks and Bullies Additional Mints Breakdown
The Jocks and Bullies project will have additional mints in the near future but with much different
outcome of funding. Since much of the startup costs will be covered in the first initial mint
through the Locker Mint, more funds can now be allocated towards community wallets and
vaults. This will help to perpetuate the addition of funds as the community grows and
establishes a strong market presence through collective bargaining. Mints are used for various
reasons such as adding funds, adding new members, or for use within the community. Jocks
and Bullies may also reserve the rights to any member's funds if used through the project. This
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may include a minting fee as well as additional funds towards any expenses. Jocks and Bullies
will also suggest adding a small portion, roughly 20% back to the community to keep the
members engaged and prosperous.

A typical breakdown for minting fees and distribution is displayed below;

Locker Wallet Function

The use of multiple wallets lets us complete some very complex concepts while keeping it
simple. Which is the core reason for the locker wallet. The wallet is used to store Nerds &
Virgins traded upon the initial Locker Mint as well as sell them on the secondary market. This
wallet will also start with an undetermined amount of funds that will be used to cover asset
minting transaction fees, however, the primary use will be for the Locker Mint only. The following
is a breakdown of funds that are added to the Locker Mint.

The Locker Mint is a special mint process that requires the trade of an NFT and a small amount
of ADA. The NFT asset that is required is the original Nerds and Virgins CNFT with the policy id
b6c2369ab4f5155f868b6dc885772829bf292ef89e0c707d19f1a312 ; and the fee amount of 12
ada. The Nerds and Virgins NFT will be stored in this wallet and sold on the secondary market
for a starting price of 69ada. The funds are used to pay back admin fees, minting fees, and
additional fees incurred for future events. The breakdown for this is outlined below.

12 ada transferred to Locker Wallet (rounded estimates)
- 1.5 ADA used to transfer Nerd and Virgin NFT to Locker Wallet
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- 1.5 ADA used to transfer Jocks and Bullies NFT to the buyer
- 1.25 ADA used towards GingerBreadSquad Minting Services
- 5 ADA used towards Administration costs, Server Fees, General Reimbursement to

TheSeekerNFT
- 3 ADA (or remainder) used towards Alumni wallet for continuous admin fees

The funds used from this wallet will be to establish and continue to operate and maintain the
infrastructure behind the Jocks and Bullies project. Only funds from this mint will be used in this
manner. See other wallets for their specific roles and needs.

In addition to the initial wallet funding, the sales of any “Locker” nerds NFT will be held in this
wallet until the community decides what to do with the funds. These funds will be open on the
first quarterly meeting schedule 3 months from the Locker Mint official date. The community will
address the proposals put forth by the community in this first meeting which may include but are
not limited to; split funds amongst all members, transferring funds to other community wallets,
buy Nerd and Virgins to add to the Locker Wallet.

When the community decides to stop all minting from the first Locker Mint, the wallet will be only
used to deplete the remaining nerds and funds transferrer under the democratic control of the
collective. Plans to stop the mint will be held every quarterly meeting until officially voted to
cease. If the wallet is empty of nerds, the funds will be transferred under the direction of the
community vote and the wallet will remain empty.

Only owners of Locker Mint NFTs will have access to voting and distribution rights. Future
members will only have access to specific wallets and the collective wallet.

Collective Wallet Function
The collective wallet is the primary wallet of the community and is used for general participation
between members and minters. Other than the first initial Locker Mint, all other future mints will
have some portion of their transaction landing in the Collective Wallet. The function of this wallet
is to hold the general funds, general NFTs to speculate, and tokens. The wallet is more flexible
between members as all Jocks and Bullies NFT holders from any mint will have voting rights to
the wallet including distribution rewards. Since this wallet will have the most amount of assets at
any given time, there will need to be extra careful in operating the wallet through democratic
voting to ensure prosperous growth and to curb any malicious intent. However, a small portion
will be reserved to serve the community at a faster pace controlled through the Market Advisor

As markets move at a lightning-fast pace, the need to capture the opportunity may be gone by
the time we collectively vote on the assets to release or purchase. This is where the Market
Advisor function may be used in place as a proxy for the community wallet. The Market Advisor
will be a collective of 3 members who study, track, and participate in the CNFT markets that also
understand when to hold and when to sell. This role is a non-holder of wallet keys, however, it
does possess the right to make suggestions and inquire towards the expenditure of the
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community wallet. This function is only entitled to the amount set forth at the beginning of the
quarter in the amount of 10% of the current wallet’s holdings. This amount is not to be increased
beyond the set amount even under profitable conditions. All additional profits made by trades
initiated through the Market Advisors return back into the community wallet for future proposals.
Market Advisors will have direct access to Alumni members to initiate trades, however, this
needs to be a unanimous decision between the Market Advisors and pass by at least two
Alumni members. Trades and Purchases can happen immediately upon approval.

There are multiple functions for input and output through this community wallet, outlined below
is the simple format to understand the motions of the Community Wallet function. The methods
to move assets in and out are as follows.

Methods of operation for deposit to the Collective Wallet
- ADA is deposited through Donations
- ADA is deposited through fractionated Minting rewards
- ADA is deposited through Alumni funding for projects
- ADA is deposited through NFT sale
- NFT is deposited through community purchase
- NFT is deposited through Market Advisor purchase
- NFT are deposited through Donations from community

Methods of operation for withdrawal of the Collective Wallet
- ADA is withdrawn through community voted operation (distribution, allocation, purchase

of item, staking)
- ADA is withdrawn through Market Advisor purchase
- ADA is withdrawn through repayment of Alumni wallet function
- NFT is withdrawn through Market Advisor sale

A formal form for Market Advisors and Alumni members to communicate will be created and
used on the official Jocks and Bullies website; TBD

Blue Chip Community Vault Function
The Blue Chip Community Vault is the grand jewel of the Jocks and Bullies CNFT project. This
is where the community can purchase and sell high-value CNFTs to stake, speculate, and trade.
The Blue Chip Vault is to be opened only through community majority voting under the direction
of the Market Advisor. The Market Advisors are responsible for tracking, plotting, and giving
unbiased direction to the community with proper information practicing good ethics and morals.
Though the Market Advisor has its responsibilities, the community vote is the only method in
which a sale or withdrawal can happen.

The Blue Chip Community Vault has the most strict guidelines of any community wallet within
the project. This is to ensure that the balance continues to grow with sufficient funds to allow for
further growth. Under the Market Advisors' direction, specific CNFTs will be proposed for
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purchase at the quarterly meetings. The community will vote on the specific CNFT to purchase,
and also include an exit strategy proposed immediately. This method creates open transparency
between the community and its most valuable assets. The exit strategy will be revisited quarterly
until complete. Exit strategies may include, sell-by date, specific sell price, hold long term
(revisited on vote quarterly), or other methods voted by the community.

Methods of operation for deposit to the Blue Chip Vault
- ADA is deposited through Donations
- ADA is deposited through fractionated Minting rewards
- ADA is deposited through NFT sale
- NFT is deposited through community purchase
- NFT are deposited through Donations from community

Methods of operation for withdrawal of the Blue Chip Vault
- ADA is withdrawn through community voted operation (distribution, allocation, purchase

of item, staking)
- NFT is withdrawn through sale

Community War Chest Function
The function of the Community War Chest is a simple mechanic of inputs and outputs during our
Jocks and Bullies events. Through role-playing, mainly “House Raids”, the Community War
Chest will be filled through entries into the House Raid by participating community members.
The amount will be determined through voting mechanisms in the amounts of 20 ada or less.
This helps those who may have less funds to participate in the House Raids. Accumulation of
funds will begin one week before the official House Raid event. The sole purpose of this wallet is
to hold the funds temporarily until the House Raid is completed. All funds and tokens must be
liquidated upon completion as voted by the community.

From time-to-time, the Jocks and Bullies team may provide new NFTs for sale to commence a
new House Raid. All proceeds from the sales, minus minting and transactions fees will be used
in the House Raid. No fees will be taken for Alumni or Founders, the ADA is to be used for
House Raids only.

The Community War Chest is maintained and controlled through the Alumni roles. All methods
of transactions must be discussed prior to execution of a House Raid. Parameters will be set
one week prior to the House Raid to ensure transparency and understanding of the operations.
The Community War Chest is not a financial tool and may be used as a Role-Playing mechanic
through the Jocks and Bullies Project.

Methods of operation for deposit to the Community War Chest
- ADA is deposited through House Raid Entry
- ADA is deposited through NFT sale
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Methods of operation for withdrawal of the Community War Chest
- NFTs are withdrawn through community voted operation (Winner Takes all, Raffle,

Random Distribution, etc.)
- Remaining ADA is withdrawn through community voted operation (distribution,

allocation, purchase of item, staking)

Alumni Wallet Function
The Jocks and Bullies Project is set up in such a way that provides structure for ensured
success. Part of this structure is an operating wallet in possession of the Alumni group. This
wallet’s function is used for operating costs such as minting, development, community events,
and additional fees. The Alumni is funded through a “Tax” on each minted NFT. This “Tax”
allows for the community funded project to continue developing the project through a R&D team
to further enhance the community assets.

The Alumni wallet will generally be rewarded around 2-5 ada per NFT minted. This fee will be
sent directly to the Alumni Wallet after minting. This allows full transparency for members as
well as a security for future development. These fees will be present on all Jocks and Bullies
NFT mints with the exception of House Raids. “Tax” amounts will be determined and assessed
on a term-to-term basis and may fluctuate in price and duration.

Alumni rewards may be considered through community voting. Excess ADA may be reserved
for Alumni as a reward for fulfilling the current project objective. These rewards may only be
released under a satisfied completion of the given task. These rewards will generally be
released under voting power at the end of term meetings.

Founder fees may be taken from the Alumni Wallet to reimburse the expenditures from
TheSeekerNFT (Impeccable Apex). The amount will be determined pre-mint and taken from the
“taxed” amount of all sales of NFTs; founder is not entitled to any fees collected through the
Toilet Bowl Role-Play games. Founder fees may be as high, but never exceeding 5 ada per NFT
sold, and may, or may not be assessed on all NFTs.

Methods of operation for deposit to the Alumni Wallet
- ADA is deposited through Donations
- ADA is deposited through fractionated Minting rewards
- NFT are deposited through Donations from community
- ADA is deposited through NFT sales tax

Methods of operation for withdrawal of the Alumni Wallet
- ADA is withdrawn for operational costs (This may include event expenditures, server

fees, administration fees,
- ADA is withdrawn for R&D costs
- ADA is withdrawn for other costs (must be documented)
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- ADA is withdrawn through Alumni Rewards
- ADA is withdrawn through Founder Fee payment
- NFT is withdrawn through sale

Toilet Bowl Wallet Function
The Toilet Bowl Wallet is to be used by all community and non-community members. This wallet
is to be used in our Toilet Bowl Swirly role-play game. Unwanted NFTs as well as our own Lunch
Money token can be sent to the deep depths of the Toilet Bowl wallet to forever remain. Every
transaction contains a small fraction of ada that can be used in prizes and rewards for
participating. Although anyone can contribute, only Jock and Bullies CNFT members can
receive benefits from the Toilet Bowl Role-Play game.

The wallet will only be funded through donations of unwanted NFTs and through Lunch Money
tokens from the Jocks and Bullies. All NFTs transferred to this wallet me be removed, auctioned,
bundled, or sold at any given time with proceeds going to the Alumni Wallet for operational
purposes.

Methods of operation for deposit to the Toilet Bowl Wallet
- ADA is deposited through Donations
- ADA is deposited through fractionated Minting Fees
- NFT are deposited through Donations from community

Methods of operation for withdrawal of the Toilet Bowl Wallet
- NFT is withdrawn through sale, auction, bundle, or removed for clean up
- ADA is withdrawn to winner of Toilet Bowl Role-Play game
- ADA is withdrawn for Alumni fees

Lunch Money Token

Tokenomics
The Jocks and Bullies CNFT project will be bringing a new token to allow members earn, use,
and trade among project activities. The J&B Governance Token ($LnchMny) is used to vote on
proposals that direct the actions of J&B as an organization. Members of the J&B Community
earn governance tokens as a bounty for work done to promote the mission and projects of the
Jocks and Bullies CNFT. Tokens may be freely exchanged between members of the community
with no restriction.

The greater majority of $LnchMny Governance tokens will be allocated to the treasury and
governed by J&B token holders in the Alumni Wallet. This allocation will be minted into the
treasury and is to be used for onboarding new members & partner projects and rewarding them
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for their contribution.The amount allocated to “Locker Mint NFT” members will be determined
upon creation and distributed evenly between Locker Mint holders.

How to Earn Lunch Money
The Jocks and Bullies CNFT token called $LnchMny will be an open faucet that allows for
anyone blockchain wide to purchase through a vending machine style. Denominations will be
determined closer to opening and will be updated on this white paper in future iterations.

Utility and Use Cases
The Jocks and Bullies token can be used in many ways including participating in Jock and
Bullies project events, rewards towards other members, and used in voting through our
systems. Further use cases may be developed along with other projects to expand the culture
and create further utility towards members. These cases will be discussed between Alumni and
Alpha members and approved through the votes of the collective.

Community Spaces: The Club House

Discord Server
The Jocks and Bullies Discord server is the primary location for the most up to date
communication and announcements for the Jock and Bullies Community. This is where project
updates, community games, as well as community connections are conducted through the
proper channels. The Jocks and Bullies CNFT will be using a form of wallet connection to verify
ownership, thus not all channels will be open to the public. Membership roles will determine
which channels are available. For example; If you are a Sigma member, you will not have
access to certain Alpha-only channels. Future implementation of locked channels and
membership offerings may change as the project continues to progress and change. Currently,
membership roles are determined through the “Locker Mint” NFT and through community voting
through the quarterly meetings. Additional CNFTs may be released in the future creating more
functionality and more roles.

JocksCNFT.club
There is a secondary website that is to be used by members of the Jocks and Bullies CNFT
project that would be considered the “Club House”. The Club House or JocksCNFT.club will be
used to host governance voting, project proposals, and community events. The Club House will
be the center hub for the community and will be used only through membership of owning at
least one of the Jocks and Bullies CNFTs. Much like the discord, there will be instances of areas
being locked/permitted through roles earned. The Club House will also serve as a unique
censor-free area to be yourself without judgment and prosecution from any other members. The
Club House site will be authenticated using your wallet and NFT to gain entry, use for voting,
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and to use our services. More information will be released as we continue to shape the Club
House. Check the Discord server and website for scheduling information.

VR Sports Bar
As technology continues to move into new spaces, VR has gained a large foothold in the crypto
world and Jocks and Bullies want to offer this as well. We have plans for a Virtual Reality Sports
Bar that members and/or the public can interface in a virtual setting. We will use the VR room
for private events, showcase events like film festivals, art galleries, and presentations from
members. This will be created using Spatial.io system that allows for use of a VR headset
(Oculus Quest 2), mobile, tablet, or browser. This ensures that all members have access to
participate in our virtual worlds.

Role-Play Events
One of the major aspects of the Jocks and Bullies CNFT project is community interaction and
the ability to pool resources together to gain higher valued assets. The Jocks and Bullies CNFT
project’s Role-Play events are a way to win prizes and earn Lunch Money

Toilet Bowl
The toilet bowl is our first community Role-Play event to use our Lunch Money token. The Toilet
Bowl is set up for community members to participate in a weekly community raffle where
members may use their lunch money to enter the raffle of that week's prize. Prizes may include
special CNFTs, Lunch Money return, or ADA. Details on how the function of the wallet is
outlined below.
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Rush Week
Rush week is all about getting the tasks completed. Rush week will happen once a term (3
months) where the Alumni will announce a list of objectives to complete by any willing member.
These tasks may include invite contests, social media objectives, community outreach, and
more. The purpose of Rush Week is to promote the community while also driving further
progress within the project. Rush Week will be different from term to term and looks to serve the
project with certain aspects of covering expenses while allowing members to win prizes and
earn status within the community. Rush Week will be announced on all public-facing sites,and
will be tracked through Discord using various bots to track the incoming progress, as some
objectives may include the implanting of new members through verification systems. Rush week
will commence generally one week before the end of the Jocks and Bullies term in order to drive
more potential members and continue to progress the community outreach through other
initiatives like House Raids.

House Raids
House Raids is the backbone of the Jocks and Bullies Project. We started by raiding the Nerds
and Virgins, but now that we have accomplished that, we will look to raid other communities and
sweep their floors. The idea behind this is to further our community through awareness from
social media posts to help struggling projects. We want to “Bully” the competition by raiding their
floor through a special raffle. Each participating member will participate through a set fee
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determined before the event. All the funds are collected and used to sweep a floor voted on by
the community. The amount is used to purchase as many floor NFTs as possible minus a 10%
Jocks and Bullies fee that goes back to the community wallet. Once the NFTs are purchased, a
randomly chosen participant will be selected to win the lot, store in the community wallet, or
raffled off randomly; the community decides.  House Raids will be held several times a term,
voted on by the community, and funded through community participation.

Lunch Money Events
Lunch Money events are in-house events from the Jocks and Bullies CNFT project. Typical
events include community poker games, contests, random pop-up events such as marble races,
social media events, and much more. Lunch Money events are intended for only Jocks and
Bullies members to earn extra Lunch Money through fun and engaging events to help with
community engagement and participation. These events will take place primarily on Discord
through our Tip Bot systems. See Tokenomics for more information.

Road Map
Timeline for events and achievements may change, please refer tot he website and discord
server for more details on the extract times and events.
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In addition to the Roadmap we will also keep a consistent project timeline for each term. This
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will consist of pitches from the community to be voted on by the community. The beginning of
the term will typically start with a fund raising mint that will allow new users to enter the
community as well as generate funds for the community to continue to create games, further the
project, and keep the community growing. Next will be the Community Token Event that allows
members to participate in Jocks & Bullies events that will have prizes, $LnchMny, and NFTs that
may hold future perks! After these events take place, we will continue with our House Raid
events that allow members to vote on which project to infiltrate. The final event in the term
always ends with a Rush Week to garner more attention towards our project and create an
enthusiasm for future minting members in the next term. Please refer to the Jocks & Bullies
Rounding the Bases graphic below.
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Team Members
TheSeekerNFT: Yup, that’s right it started as a one-man show has now transformed into a
strong community! Due to the lack of leadership and people calling FUD on me in the Nerds and
Virgins community, I decided to do something about it and create my own version of the NFT! I
decided to start this endeavor to be a serious project with the notion of helping the Nerds &
Virgins project. Jocks & Bullies is exactly that, we are here to bully the nerds into action!
Although a self-proclaimed nerd, I intend to showcase the power of the Jocks and Bullies to
infiltrate the Nerds community and lock them up in the NFT to then sell them on the secondary
market for 69ada!

With 20+ years of experience as a graphic designer, web designer, and multimedia creator, I
have always been around art and technology with a passion for new and upcoming projects that
look to push boundaries. I looked towards blockchain and specifically the Cardano ecosystem
for its amazing community and found a thriving marketplace full of great art and ideas. Spending
most of my time searching for new projects to write about for the Single Point Gallery blog, I
found a few projects that stood out. As most of these were great, some were terribly run or just
a plain rug. This is where I have decided to start my own project to help lift a dying community.

With an eye for design and the ability to drive a full project, I wanted to establish the basis for a
community-driven project that will allow for new technology and thoughts on what it means to
own an NFT. I may be new to the Cardano NFT space, but with years of experience running
media teams, producing high-quality work for multi-billion dollar IPs, and doing promotional
work, I believe I have the right skillset and motive to set the Jocks and Bullies up for success!

Dyer: I Got into crypto because I believe decentralization will be the socio-cultural movement of
this generation. I finished law school, finished a marketing specialization, finished a public
management specialization, finally learned that all I want to do is direct movies. Thankfully it’s
not too late!

Volunteering to help with the Jocks and Bullies CNFT project, I saw hope after the failed Nerds
and Virgins disaster within this project. Lending my skills to moderating, planning, and
organizing; We hope to build a long-lasting community that is focused and driven by a team of
passionate people!

Gingerbread Squad Baker, earth citizen, full-on nerd, ex virgin, sometimes jock, bully when
there’s consent.

Gingerbread Squad Rebaked: We’re a 25+ member community-led project by the community
for the community. After surviving one of the first and most infamous rug pulls in CNFT history,
core members took over the socials and rebaked the whole thing. Now we are an organically
grown decentralized organization with many goals, one of them being helping communities that
want to take over their projects. Vive la révolution!
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We are helping the Jocks and Bullies CNFT project with the minting services providing a cost
effective minting service that will integrate within the project. For more information about minting
services, please visit our Discord server; https://discord.gg/enWqKhsWev
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